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013.05.0Abstract The necessity of improving the air trafﬁc and reducing the aviation emissions drives to
investigate automatic steering for aircraft to effectively roll on the ground. This paper addresses
the path following control problem of aircraft-on-ground and focuses on the task that the aircraft
is required to follow the desired path on the runway by nose wheel automatic steering. The pro-
posed approach is based on dynamical adaptive backstepping so that the system model does not
have to be transformed into a canonical triangular form which is necessary in conventional back-
stepping design. This adaptive controller performs well despite the lack of information on the aero-
dynamic load and the tire cornering stiffness parameters. Simulation results clearly demonstrate the
advantages and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
In recent years, much attention has been paid to the aircraft
automatic control issues. Autopilot systems for aircraft-on-
ground (AOG) steering are essential for ﬂight safety and econ-
omy. Meanwhile, ﬂy-by-wire (FBW) systems, which are com-
monly used in the transport aircraft and civil aircraft, have
enabled signiﬁcant improvements in aircraft performance and
control. However, aircraft-on-ground is still controlled manu-
ally by the pilot to a large extent. A few researches focus on air-82338917.
aa.edu.cn (B. Chen), zxjiao@-
orial Committe of CJA.
g by Elsevier
ing by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of C
03craft-on-ground maneuver and automatic control. In Ref. 1 the
Airbus on-ground transport aircraft benchmark was proposed
which was representative in terms of the behavior and dynam-
ics of transport aircraft. In Refs. 2,3 the lateral dynamics of a
mid-size commercial aircraft has been studied comprehensively.
Bifurcation analysis was carried out to investigate the aircraft
cornering behavior in relation to longitudinal speed, nose wheel
deﬂection angle, deﬂection angular velocity, tire-ground fric-
tion and gravity center position. In Refs. 4,5 linear parameter
variable (LPV) aircraft model and anti-windup compensators
were used for lateral control design of aircraft-on-ground,
which were automatically adapted to the runway state as well
as the aircraft longitudinal speed. In Ref. 6 sliding mode control
for aircraft taxiing on the ground was developed which was
capable of tracking the trajectory assigned in terms of longitu-
dinal speed and yaw rate. Although the algorithm of Ref. 6 was
designed to drive an aircraft equipped with electric motors in
the main landing gear, it was applicable for conventional
brakes and nose gear steering as well.SAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
Fig. 1 Aircraft-on-ground path following.
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maneuvers. At high velocity, aerodynamic forces also play an
important role. At lower velocities, aerodynamics has a negligi-
ble effect. Different from the road vehicles, the aircraft is driven
by the engine thrust while ﬂying in the air or taxiing on the
ground. There is no driven force directly acted on the landing
gear wheels. Thus longitudinal control problem of road vehi-
cles and aircraft-on-ground is different. However, lateral con-
trol problem of aircraft-on-ground is not really different from
the road vehicle lateral control problem, except that the aero-
dynamic forces of road vehicles is negligible for generic steer-
ing. It is appropriate to review the literature in this ﬁeld, for
research on autonomous road vehicles is more advanced. Much
research work has been aimed at the steering control algorithm
on road vehicle application, e.g. Refs. 7–9. In Ref. 10 adaptive
nonlinear control scheme was designed aimed at improvement
of the handling properties of vehicles. In Ref. 9 robust decou-
pling of the lateral and yaw motion for a car has been achieved
by feedback of the integrated yaw rate into front wheel steer-
ing. In Ref. 11 a second-order dynamical decoupling controller
was designed to decouple yaw rate and lateral speed. In Ref. 12
by integrating parameter adaptation with backstepping, robust
adaptive control for farm vehicles was designed, time-invariant
sliding was compensated by parameter adaptation and time-
varying sliding was corrected by a variable structure controller.
Backstepping has become a popular nonlinear control de-
sign technique, which hinges on using a part of the system
states as virtual controls to control the other states Ref. 13.
The term backstepping refers to the recursive nature of the con-
trol design procedure in which a control law and a control
Lyapunov function are recursively constructed to guarantee
stability. Readers may refer to Ref. 14 for a survey of results
in this area. The backstepping control approach has shown it-
self very effective in dealing with systems with multiple dynam-
ics, such as mechanical systems driven by electrical systems or
multiple coupled mechanical systems.
It should be mentioned that the aircraft lateral system mod-
el is not in low-triangular form, which cannot be handled by
the conventional backstepping methods directly. By employing
some nonlinear design techniques, such as input–output linear-
ization, many system models can be transformed into triangu-
lar form provided they are minimum-phase. However, it is not
preferred in industrial control application because those trans-
formations might cause system complexity and be unable to be
implemented. Furthermore, for the systems with unknown
nonlinearities such transformation cannot be found a priori.
In Ref. 15 a system which was not afﬁne in control input was
considered and dynamical backstepping was introduced. In
Ref. 16 by using the mean value theory, state feedback and out-
put feedback control scheme were proposed for a class of sin-
gle-input–single-output non-afﬁne system with exponentially
stable zero dynamics. In Refs. 17–19 dynamical adaptive back-
stepping (DAB) was proposed which was based upon a combi-
nation of dynamical input–output linearization and the
adaptive backstepping algorithm with tuning functions. Its
applicability to both triangular and non-triangular systems
was guaranteed and it just required that the controlled plant
was observable and minimum phase.
In this paper we will solve the path following control prob-
lem of aircraft-on-ground in nonlinear system control fashion.
A nonlinear adaptive controller will be designed for the aircraft
nose wheel steering system. Considering the lateral dynamicsystem model of aircraft-on-ground is of triangular structure,
dynamical adaptive backstepping design procedure will be used
to design the path following controller. As the accurate aerody-
namic parameters and the ground cornering stiffness coefﬁ-
cients are hardly available on-line in practical operations and
vary in different runway conditions as well, these parametric
uncertainties will be compensated by parameter adaptation
mechanism as well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The path fol-
lowing problem and dynamic model of aircraft-on-ground are
studied in Section 2. In Section 3, the proposed dynamical
adaptive backstepping control is stated for aircraft nose wheel
steering system. In Section 4, simulation results are given to
verify the proposed control design. Conclusion remarks are
presented in Section 5.
2. Problem formulation and mathematical model
To facilitate model analysis later in Section 3, the following
assumptions are made.
Assumption 1. The side-slip angles and the nose wheel deﬂec-
tion angle are under a very small upper bound.
Assumption 2. The rolling and pitch dynamics are neglected.
The longitudinal speed is assumed to be a constant value and
the braking control is without consideration either.
Assumption 3. The aerodynamic coefﬁcients are linearized due
to small variations in altitude and speed.
A coordinate system is deﬁned to characterize the path fol-
lowing problem of aircraft-on-ground. As shown in Fig. 1,
Oxyz is the globally ﬁxed inertial reference coordinate, Omx-
mymzm the aircraft body ﬁxed coordinates, Osxsyszs the coordi-
nate indexed by the curve’s curvilinear abscissa s,P the aircraft
CG (center of gravity), u and v are the aircraft lateral and lon-
gitudinal speeds at aircraft CG,h the yaw angle with respect to
inertial coordinate, b the side-slip angle at aircraft CG, d the
signed distance between P and Pd (distance error) and hd the
angle between the x-axis and the tangent to the path at Pd.
The following transformation matrix between the inertial refer-
ence frame and the body ﬁxed coordinate is used to obtain the
kinematics of aircraft-on-ground.
im
jm
 
¼ cos he sin he sin he cos he
 
is
js
 
ð1Þ
Fig. 2 Aircraft-on-ground dynamics.
670 B. Chen et al.where he = h  hd is the orientation error, im and jm are the unit
vectors of xm and ym axes, and is and js the unit vectors of xs
and ys axes.
A Serret–Frenet frame is deﬁned similarly to Ref. 20. Since
~Pd~P= djs, by using the relationship
o~O~P~d
@t
¼ _sis ð2Þ
we obtain
o~O~P
ot
¼ o
~O~P~d
ot
þ o
~Pd~P
ot
¼ _sis þ _djs  d _his
¼ _sð1 dcðsÞÞis þ _djs ð3Þ
where c(s) is the curvature of the path at Pd. Eq. (2) can also be
represented as
o~O~P
ot
¼ uim þ vjm
¼ ðu cos he  v sin heÞis þ ðu sin he þ v cos heÞjs ð4Þ
Comparing Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain
_sð1 dcðsÞÞ ¼ u cos he  v sin he
_d ¼ u sin he þ v cos he

ð5Þ
We assume that d is smaller than the lower bound of the curve
radii, which implies 1  dc(s) > 0. Deﬁning the side-slip angle
at CG as b= arctan(v/u), we have u= Vcosb,v= Vsinb, and
V is the aircraft speed. From Assumption 2, we have _V  0 and
_b ¼ _v=V. As the yaw rate r ¼ _h, we obtain _he ¼ r _scðsÞ. Thus,
the on-ground path following model can be represented as
_s ¼ V cos he
1 dcðsÞ
_d ¼ V sin he
_he ¼ r _scðsÞ
8>><>>: ð6Þ
Now we study the on-ground dynamics which is shown in
Fig. 2 and can be represented as
mð _vþ urÞ ¼ Fy
Jz _r ¼ Nz

ð7Þ
where m is the aircraft mass, Jz the moment of inertial of the
aircraft, Fy the sum of the lateral forces on the aircraft and
Nz the sum of the moments on the aircraft. The lateral forces
and lateral moments can be expressed as
Fy ¼ Fgy þ Fay
Nz ¼ Ngz þNaz

ð8Þ
where subscript ‘‘g’’ is used to identify variables associated with
ground while subscript ‘‘a’’ is used to identify variables associ-
ated with aerodynamics; Fgy denotes the tire side-slip force, Fay
aerodynamic force, Ngz the moment of force by ground tire
forces and Naz the aerodynamic moment. Fgy can be repre-
sented as Fgy = FyN + FyML + FyMR, where FyN,FyML and
FyMR denote the lateral friction forces from the tire of nose
wheel (NW), left main landing gear wheel (MLG) and right
main landing gear wheel, respectively. The lateral friction
forces can be described as FyN = CNaN and FyML =
FyMR = CMaM, respectively, where
( aN ¼ bþ LxNr
V
 /
aM ¼ b LxMr
V
: ð9Þwhere LxN is the longitudinal distance between CG and NW
axle, and LxM the longitudinal distance between CG and
MLG axle. Then we obtain
Fgy ¼ CNaN cos/ 2CMaM
Ngz ¼ LxNCNaN cos/þ 2LxMCMaM

ð10Þ
Aerodynamic effects can be modeled as 21
Fay ¼ 1
2
qV2SCyðbÞ
Taz ¼ 1
2
qV2bSCzðdr; r; bÞ
8><>: ð11Þ
where Taz is the aerodynamic moment, q the air density, S the
reference area, b the wind span, dr the rudder deﬂection, and Cy
and Cz are aerodynamic coefﬁcients. According to Assumption
3, with dr = 0 in normal ground steering, Cy and Cz can be
modeled by linear functions 22
Cy ¼ Cy1b
Cz ¼ Czdrdr þ Czrrþ Czbb

ð12Þ
where Cy1; Czdr ; Czr and Czb are the linearization coefﬁcients.
From analysis above all, the total system model can be sum-
marized as
_s¼ Vcoshe
1dcðsÞ
_d¼Vsinhe
_he¼ r _scðsÞ
_r¼ðLxNCNþ2LxMCMÞb
Jz
 L
2
xNCNþ2L2xMCM
 
r
JzV
þqV
2bCzbb
2Jz
þqV
2bCzrr
2Jz
þLxNCN/
Jz
_b¼ðCNþ2CMÞb
mV
ðCNLxN2CMLxMÞr
mV2
þCN/
mV
rþqVSCy1b
2m
8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð13Þ
System (13) can be rewritten as
Aircraft-on-ground path following control by dynamical adaptive backstepping 671_s ¼ V cos he
1 dcðsÞ
_d ¼ V sin he
_he ¼ r _scðsÞ
_r ¼ ðw11rþ w12bþ w13/ÞCN þ ðw14rþ w15bÞCM
þw16bCzb þ w16rCzr
_b ¼ ðw21rþ w22bþ w23/ÞCN
þðw24rþ w25bÞCM  rþ w26bCy1
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð14Þ
by deﬁning w11 ¼ L2xN=ðJzVÞ; w12 ¼ LxN=Jz; w13 ¼ LxN=
Jz; w14 ¼ 2L2xM=ðJzVÞ; w15 ¼ 2LxM=Jz; w16 ¼ qV2b=ð2JzÞ;
w21 ¼ LxN=ðmV2Þ; w22 ¼ 1=ðmVÞ; w23 ¼ 1=ðmVÞ; w24 ¼
2LxM=ðmV2Þ; w25 ¼ 2=ðmVÞ; w26 ¼ qVS=ð2mÞ.
For simplicity, we introduce the uncertain parameter vector
C = [CNCMCzrCzbCy1]
T and the parameter coefﬁcient vectors
X1 ¼ ½w11rþ w12bþ w13/ w14rþ w15b w16r w16b 0 T
X2 ¼ ½w21rþ w22bþ w23/ w24rþ w25b 0 0 w26Cy1 T
(
ð15Þ
thus the lateral dynamic subsystem of aircraft-on-ground in
terms of r and b is represented as
_r ¼ XT1C
_b ¼ XT2C r
(
ð16Þ
Remark 1. A few works have focused on the lateral control of
aircraft-on-ground and most of which were performed in linear
frameworks.4,5 In this paper, we study the nonlinear lateral
dynamics of aircraft-on-ground. Path following problem will
be solved by designing nonlinear adaptive controller. Consid-
ering the model studied in this paper is not of low-triangular
structure which cannot be handled directly by conventional
backstepping, dynamical adaptive backstepping will be applied
so that no coordinate transformation is needed. The lateral tire
force and aerodynamic uncertainties will also be compensated
by parameter adaptation.3. Backstepping control design and stability analysis
The main objective of the aircraft on-ground path following
control is to ﬁnd control law for nose wheel deﬂection angle
/ such that
(1) d is uniformly bounded.
(2) he exponentially converges to a neighborhood containing
heﬁ 0 as tﬁ1.
In this paper, we assume availability of certain measure-
ments to be included: the side-slip angle b, the yaw rate r,
and the nose wheel deﬂection angle /.9
Step 1 Inspired by the work in Refs. 23,24 a Lyapunov func-
tion candidate is selected as
V1 ¼ 1
2
d2 þ 1
2c
z20 ð17Þ
where c is positive constant, z0 = he  d (d,V) denotes the yaw
angle tracking error, and d the reference angle which will be se-lected to make sure that the following conditions are
guaranteed:25
(1) d(d,V) is a bounded differentiable function with respect
to d and d(0,V) = 0.
(2) Vd sin d(d,V) 6 0.
The choice of the function d is as a virtual target in shaping
the transient maneuvers during the path approach phase. De-
sign of the approach angle function d has been discussed in
Refs. 24,25. In this paper, considering the application of on-
ground steering, a ﬁltered approach angle function is presented
as
d ¼ kdda
sþ kd tanhðkdidÞ ð18Þ
or in time domain form
d ¼ kdda tanhðkdidÞekdðtt0Þ ð19Þ
where kd,da,kdi are positive constants.
Remark 2. Different from Ref. 25 the aircraft speed V does not
exist explicitly in this expression due to Assumption 2 that in
the on-ground steering application, the longitudinal speed
varies slowly or is ﬁxed at a constant value. For engineering
practice, by applying gain-scheduled kd at different longitudi-
nal speeds, efﬁciency of the approach angle can be guaranteed.
Numerical differentiation can be avoided. The approach angle
can be kept bounded which is important in practical imple-
mentation as well.
Taking the time derivative of V1, we obtain
_V1 ¼ d _dþ c1z0 _z0 ¼ dV sin he þ c1z0ð _he  _dÞ
¼ dV sin dþ 1
c
z0 _he  _dþ cdV sin he  sin d
z0
 
ð20Þ
If
_he ¼ _d cdV sin he  sin dhe  d  k0z0 ð21Þ
where k0 is positive constant, we have _V1 6 0. Thus the virtual
control a1 is selected as
a1 ¼ _d cdV sin he  sin dhe  d  k0z0 ð22Þ
which yields
_V1 ¼ dV sin dþ c1z0ðk0z0 þ z1Þ ¼ W1 þ c1z0z1 ð23Þ
whereW1 ¼ dV sind c1k0z20 < 0; z1 ¼ r rc a1 and rc ¼ _scðsÞ.
Step 2 Now we use dynamical design procedure to shape r
to the virtual control a1. The estimate of the uncertain param-
eters vector C is deﬁned as bC ¼ ½ bCN bCM bCzr bCzb bCy1T and
the estimation error is denoted by eC ¼ C bC ¼
½ eCN eCM eCzr eCzb eCy1T. We select the Lyapunov function can-
didate as
V2 ¼ V1 þ 1
2
z21 þ
1
2
eCC1 eC ð24Þ
then the derivative of V2 with the trajectory of system equa-
tions is
Table 1 Parameters of aircraft system.
Parameter Value
Aircraft mass, M(kg) 17690
Moment of inertia, Jz (g Æ m
2) 189740
Wing span,B (m) 11.7958
Reference area, S (m2) 49.239
Air density, q(kg/m3) 1.225
NW cornering stiﬀness (dry/wet), CN (10
6 N/rad) 1.3015/1.0412
MLG cornering stiﬀness (dry/wet), CM (10
6 N/rad) 4.8247/3.8598
Aerodynamic coeﬃcient, Cy1 0.37
Aerodynamic coeﬃcient, Czb 0.2
Aerodynamic coeﬃcient, Czr 0.04
Distance between MLG axle and NW axle, L (m) 4.39
Distance between CG and NW axle, LxN (m) 3.81
672 B. Chen et al._V2 ¼ W1 þ c1z0z1 þ z1ð _r _rc  _a1Þ þ eCTC1ð _bCÞ
¼ W1 þ z1ð _r _rc  _a1 þ c1z0Þ þ eCTC1ð _bCÞ
The time derivative of z1 can be expressed as
_z1 ¼ _r _rc  _a1 ¼ XT1C _rc  _a1
¼ XT1 bC  _rc  _a1 þXT1 eC ð25Þ
If XT1C _rc  _a1 ¼ c1z0  k1z1, we have _z1 ¼ k1z1, which
implies that z1 is stabilized. By deﬁning
z2 ¼ XT1 bC  _rc  _a1 þ c1z0 þ k1z1, the z1-dynamics can be ex-
pressed as
_z1 ¼ c1z0  k1z1 þ z2 þXT1 eC ð26Þ
With the tuning function
_bC ¼ 11 ¼ CXT1 z1, the time derivative
of V2 is
_V2¼W1þ c1z0z1þz1ðc1z0k1z1þ z2þXT1 eCÞþ eCTC1ð _bCÞ
¼W1k1z21þ z1z2þ eCTC1ð _bCþ11Þ
¼W2þ z1z2þ eCTC1ð _bCþ 11Þ
ð27Þ
where W2 ¼W1 þ k1z21. In addition, the Lyapunov function
candidate V3 is selected as
V3 ¼ V2 þ 1
2
z22 ð28Þ
Step 3 Taking time derivative of z2, we obtain
_z2 ¼ ðw11 bCN þ w14 bCM þ w16 bCzrÞ _rþ ðw12 bCN þ w15 bCM
þ w16 bCzbÞ _bþ w13 bCN _/þXT1 _bC  rð2Þc  að2Þ1 þ c1 _z0
þ k1 _z1
¼ ðw11 bCN þ w14 bCM þ w16 bCzrÞXT1Cþ ðw12 bCN
þ w15 bCM þ w16 bCzbÞðXT2C rÞ þ w13 bCN _/þXT1 12
 rð2Þc  að2Þ1 þ c1 _z0 þ k1 _z1
¼ bCTX20 þ bCTðX1brþX1/ _/Þ þXT1 12  rð2Þc  að2Þ1
þ c1 _z0 þ k1 _z1 þ eCTX20 ð29Þ
where
X1r ¼ ½w11 w14 w16 0 0 T
X1b ¼ ½w12 w15 0 w16 0 T
X1/ ¼ ½w13 0 0 0 0 T
X20 ¼ XT1rX1 þXT1bX2
	 
bCT
8>>><>>>:
If
z1  k2z2 ¼ bCTX20 þ bCTðX1brþX1/ _/Þ þXT1 12  rð2Þc  að2Þ1
þ c1 _z0 þ k1 _z1
we have _z2 ¼ z1  k2z2 þ eCTX20. By deﬁning
z3 ¼ bCTX20 þ bCTðX1brþX1/ _/Þ þXT1 12  rð2Þc  að2Þ1
þ c1 _z0 þ k1 _z1 þ z1 þ k2z2 ð30Þ
z2 dynamics can be expressed as
_z2 ¼ z1  k2z2 þ z3 þ eCTX20 ð31ÞThen the time derivative of V3 is
_V3 ¼ W2 þ z1z2 þ z2 _z2  eCTC1ð _bC  11Þ
¼ W2 þ z1z2 þ z2ðz1  k2z2 þ z3 þ eCTX20Þ  eCTC1ð _bC  11Þ
¼ W2  k2z22 þ z2z3  eCTC1ð _bC  11  CX20Þ
ð32Þ
By selecting the control law to make z3 ” 0 hold, which implies
_/ ¼ ðbCTX1/Þ1 rð2Þc þ að2Þ1 XT1 12  c1 _z0  k1 _z1  z1  k2z2	
bCTX20 þ bCTX1br
 ð33Þ
with the tuning function
_bC ¼ 12 ¼ 11 þ CX20z2 ¼ CðX1z1 þX20z2Þ ð34Þ
we have _V3 ¼ W2  k3z22 6 0. Thus the closed-loop system
stability is achieved. The result is summarized in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. Consider the kinematic and dynamic models
described in Eq. (14) subject to Assumptions 1–3, and let the
approach angle be deﬁned by Eq. (18), the adaptive law Eqs.
(33) and (34), such that d and h are driven to zero and all the
signals in the closed-loop system are guaranteed to be bounded.
Proof. The proof can be easily completed by following the
above control design procedures from Step 1 to Step 3. It is
straightforward to show that _d and _he are bounded. As the sec-
ond derivative of V3 is bounded as well, by Barbarlat’s Lemma,
limtﬁ1V3 = 0, we conclude dﬁ 0, heﬁ 0 as well. The
approach angle d will convergence to zero with dﬁ 0, thus
hﬁ 0.4. Simulation results
To test the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed con-
trol, an F-4 Phantom aircraft model is studied.26 The aircraft
parameters are shown in Table 1.
To verify the tracking properties of the DAB controller dur-
ing generic airport maneuver sequences, the aircraft is com-
manded to perform a 45 turn after following a straight
runway. Simulation results are compared with a fuzzy logic-
Fig. 5 Parameter estimate bC for dry and wet runway conditions.
Aircraft-on-ground path following control by dynamical adaptive backstepping 673based path following controller to show the advantage of
the DAB controller.27 Initial conditions are taken by
V= 40 m/s. he(0) = 0.1p,d(0) = 10 m, b(0) = 0.1p.
Under these initial conditions, the aircraft will depart from
the runway centerline if no nose wheel steering is applied. Ini-
tial values of unknown parameters are set bybCTð0Þ ¼ ½ 106 4:3106 0:011 0:60:4  for dry runway
and bCTð0Þ ¼ ½ 8:33105 3:47106 0:011 0:60:4  for
wet runway.
Fig. 3 shows the tracking trajectories by the proposed
DAB controller and fuzzy controller. It can be observed that
by DAB controller, the aircraft can track the reference path in
a shorter distance (less than 100 m) and in shorter time (less
than 2.5 s), which is better than the result of the fuzzy con-
troller. Fig. 4 shows the time histories of yaw rate r, side-slip
angle b, yaw angle he and their references. It is observed that
by DAB control, the aircraft follows the desired trajectory
with zero tracking error despite the lack of information on
the aerodynamic forces and the tire cornering stiffness param-
eters. Good system performance can be achieved by parame-
ter adaptation.
In addition, to verify robustness of the proposed approach,
aircraft performance under different runway conditions is
tested. Fig. 5 shows parameter estimates in dry and wet runwayFig. 3 Aircraft making a 45 turn.
Fig. 4 Aircraft response (45 turn).
Fig. 6 Aircraft trajectories at different velocities.
Fig. 7 Aircraft trajectories with different values of initial angle h.conditions. Note that the convergence of the parameters to
their ideal values is not guaranteed unless the system states
are persistently exciting (PE) for adaptive control system. In
this application, PE condition is not satisﬁed like many ﬂight
control applications. However, as tire forces dominate effect
during the aircraft ground maneuvers, estimation of the corner-
ing stiffness coefﬁcients bCN and bCM are updated close to their
real values in both dry and wet runway conditions and the
closed-loop system stability is guaranteed.
674 B. Chen et al.We also test the aircraft performance at different longitudi-
nal speeds and with different initial yaw angles. Fig. 6 shows
that with the speed increasing, the curve radius increases and
more response time is needed to make the aircraft follow the
desired path. Fig. 7 shows the aircraft performance with differ-
ent initial yaw angles. Large initial angles might cause large
departure from the runway centerline. Simulation results show
that the proposed controller is applicable for a relative wide
range of the departure angle. Note that although by means
of automatic control design techniques, like the DAB proposed
in this paper, it is still dangerous to perform small-radius cor-
nering with high speed via nose wheel steering. Further discus-
sion on these issues can be found in Ref. 28 where some
numerical constraints were given.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, path following control problem of aircraft-on-
ground has been solved by designing a nonlinear adaptive con-
troller for the aircraft nose wheel steering system. The proposed
controller is designed using dynamical adaptive backstepping
design methodology. Analysis and control design procedure
do not require accurate knowledge of the aerodynamics nor
the tire cornering stiffness parameters which vary under differ-
ent tire-ground conditions and can hardly be online measured
directly. The proposed approach has achieved the desired path
following on the runway and the boundedness of lateral side-
slip effect as well as the aerodynamic load estimation errors.
Simulations have also been carried out which verify the track-
ing properties of the controller during generic airport
maneuvers.Acknowledgement
This study was supported by the National Nature Science
Foundation for Distinguished Young Scholars of China (Grant
No. 50825502).
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